Abstract: Heat diffusion from a sonoluminescing gas bubble which produces high temperature and pressure environment adjacent to the bubble wa~was considered by solving the heat diffusion equation numerically. The bounda~conditions employed in this calculation are the time varying bubble wall temperature obtained from the andyticd solutions, The thermal boundary layer was found to be dwreased rapidly during the collapse as ex~ctd.
HEAT D~FUSION FROM BUBBLE WALL
Analytic solution for a sonolurninescing gas bubble have been obtainti(l ), which provide density, pressure and temperature distributions for the gas inside bubble oscillating under ultrasonic field. The solutions have revealed that sonoluminescence should occur just prior to the bubble collapse and its duration is less than 300 PS and that increase and subsequent rapid dwrease in bubble wdl acceleration induce the quenching of gas, consequently of the optical emission fo~owed by the substantial temperature rise up to 100,OOOK,which can be regard as therrnd spike. Heat diffusion from the sonolurninescing gas bubble which produces high temperature and pressure environment adjacent to the bubble wdl was considered by solving the heat diffusion equation numerically. The boundary conditions employed in this calculation are the time varying gas temperature and pressure at the bubble wafl during the collapse.
Introducing the moving coordinate variable such as C= r/Rb, the energy equation for the liquid adjacent to the bubble wdl with help of the velocity profile obtained from an incompressible assumption may be written as (1) Solving the above equation, a numerical scheme developed by Patankar(2) was employed. Discretization of the space variable C, fufly implicit scheme of the time evolution and andyticd treatment of the diffusion term were used by patterning after the numerical method. Since the temperature gradient in liquid near the bubble wdl bwomes very steep during the bubble collapse, the nonuniform grid such as sine curve was utilized. The number of grids used in this calculation is 100.
CALCULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The calculated bubble radius and temperature profiles depending on time around the bubble collapse are shown in Fig. 1 . The case shown in Fig. 1 is for an equilibrium radius of 4.5 w driven by the ultrasonic field with a frequency of 26.5 W and an amplitude of 1.32 atm. Rapid dwrease in the bubble radius as the moment of the co~apse is approached and subsequent rebound motion of the bubble can be seen clearly in this figure. The temperature profile in liquid layer at the moment of the collapse can dso be seen. At this moment, the heat flux to the liquid is as much as lW GW/m2. The corresponding heat flow rate is about 0.3 W. After the collapse, a soliton like heat wave which was generated due to the rapid increase in the bubble wdl tem~rature atinear the collapse was found to propagate through the medium as clearly seen in Fig. 1 . The liquid temperature outside the bubble wdl is about 350 K during this heat propagation. The speed of the soliton was found to be about 10 ds. The speed of thermti wave calculated yields the magnitude of the relaxation parameter r, which is defined as(3) r = a~/ CA* where C& is the speed of thermal wave. The relaxation parameter for the "thermaf spike". produced by the sonoluminescing gas bubble is about 10-10 SW, which is less than that for metals, 10""sec.
For the finite value of r, the Fourier equation may be written as
The above equation implies that there is a finite build up time( r) for the onset of heat temperature gradient is imposed into a medium (4) . Combined with the energy equation,
flow after a a hywrbolic heat conduction equation which reveals the wave nature of heat flow may be 'obtained. That is (3) where S=-u% for the case considered here. In Fig. 2 , the bubble radius and the temperature profiles at given time for a nonsonoluminescing case are shown, An assumption of the quadratic temperature distribution inside the thermal boundary layer turns out to be quite good for this case. 
